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In the B
eginning

Challenges out of  the Gate

STARTING FROM SCRATCH

• Figuring out how to survive 
financially

• Who is going to buy your 
stuff ?



In the B
eginning

Deciding on the Right 
Corporate Structure

Your corporate structure will 
impact taxes, personal liability, 
growth potential- consider 
options carefully
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In the B
eginning

When to Engage the Pros

As you develop relationships 
with professional business 
consultants, remember that costs 
of  complexities never go away.
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In the B
eginning

Elements of  a Solid 
Business Plan

• Budgeted costs to achieve operating baseline
• Sales / margin needed to cover baseline costs
• How many purchasing entities required?
• How many prospects turns 1 customer?
• Execution strategy to achieve your “N”
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M
anage the G

rind
Sources of  Funding to 
Keep in Mind

SBA loans
401k / IRA distributions
Supplemental income
Partnerships for capital
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M
anage the G

rind
Time is Money; Tools      
for Tracking it

Quickbooks
Paypal
Outlook
Excel
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M
anage the G

rind
Managing Cash Flow 
Expectations 

Income will be inconsistent for a 
while.  It is critical to stay lean for as 
long as possible.

Scaling up too early brings large risks 
that may not be appropriate.



M
anage the G

rind
Staying Plugged In           
to Trends

• Professional Service Groups
• Ensemble Business Models
• Professional Associations



M
anage the G

rind
Ongoing Business 
Development

• Difficult to build a better mousetrap
• Strive for execution excellence
• Take a stand in your business; order takers are a 

dime a dozen and that behavior makes you a 
commodity

• Seek only to serve people that can become 
“raving fans”



L
ooking A

head
Planning for Retirement 
with a Small Business

• Business equity is a part of  your 
retirement nest-egg

• Systematic savings (often for tax 
deductions) is very important to put 
in the budget early                           
our tax code gives us great incentive to do this for 
ourselves, and no one else is going to do it for us
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L
ooking A

head

Small business ownership 
impacts your Social 
Security benefits
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L
ooking A

head
Always be Mindful 
about the END

Many ultimate business succession 
strategies are impacted from things you 
established in the beginning.
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Final 
Thought
There is a financial angle on 
every decision you make.
Great businesses fail everyday 
because someone overlooked 
a financial item.

Align yourself  with people 
that consistently make good 
financial decisions.
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